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WEB 2.0 ACCOUNTING

The modern
finance department
is very different
from that which has
gone before. It
exists to add value
and support to
businesses; to
provide information
to aid effective
investment and
effective corporate
governance; to
monitor, analyse
and influence best
practice
management.

What you want, not what they want
On Demand Accounting Solutions in 2008
By Hugh Scantlebury

Customers are smart. Customers
have been here before and most
importantly they learn.
Today we see more and
more customers looking to buy
what they actually need and not
what the major vendors want to
sell them. Despite this both IDC
and Gartner generally agree that
market growth, in what is held to
be a maturing market, is in the
region of 6%. However, in
contrast the US based On
Demand vendors NetSuite and
Salesforce.com grew revenues
last year at 62% and 45%
respectively.
Is this indicative of a
significant change, not just for
accounting solutions but business
management software in
general?
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We think so. Gartner like
many others, see customers
delaying buying activity with
organisations including Sage,
Oracle, SAP and Microsoft
whilst they struggle to assimilate
the various significant
acquisitions they have made in
recent times (for example the
major distraction of acquiring
Business Intelligence solutions.
According to some research,
this is fueling the drive towards
On Demand or SaaS (Software
as a Service) solutions and
slowing investment in traditional
applications. In fact PMP
Research have reported that 8%
of companies are already
purchasing or renting
applications through an On
Demand service provider, and
that 23% stated that they are

likely to purchase more such On
Demand applications from a
hosting provider in the future.
Why? One reason is that
many organisations are looking
for ways to drive down cost.
Research last year by
Quocirca indicated that
customers using On Demand
banking, payroll services and
CRM solutions are reporting
savings of 60% in IT costs over
four years, compared to the costs
of maintaining traditional desktop applications.
They noted “the reality is
that all businesses are becoming
ever more reliant… (on On
Demand solutions)”.
Continued on back page..
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On Demand Accounting

“The reporting functions
are impressive and
extremely flexible. Aqilla
has one of the most
impressive on-screen
reporting functionality I
have seen in any online
application”

A new approach
By Colin Christianson

Aqilla has considerable expertise in
developing international financial software and in developing web-based
applications. Based on this expertise,
the company has developed a highly
innovative online accounting software
solution which can be deployed in a
number of ways to reduce the burden
on the customer to procure excessive
consultancy wherever possible and in
doing so decrease the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO).
Over the last 30 years alone, the
computer industry has gone through
three technological evolutions that have
changed the way people have worked.
The first evolution created the
mainframe; the second brought low cost
network computing to a wider audience; and the third, that is happening
right now, is the creation of affordable
mass utility computing. Utility computing treats software applications like any
other utility such as electricity, gas, and
the telephone. The application is available anywhere and you simply pay for
the software as you use it. Such innovation has been made possible by the
widespread availability of high-speed
networks (broadband), modern
applications that will run on any device
(in a web browser), and infrastructure
that can support any number of users
(highly scalable and resilient servers).

Anywhere? Anytime?
Out of the office
By Andrei Zykow

Nigel Harris, Accounting Web

Aqilla is convinced that building
applications in this way provides
immediate benefit to many including
the ability to access the finance system
from anywhere - particularly mobile,
widely distributed businesses and those
utilising home workers.

choosing pre-configured standard
options. Alternatively a company can
opt to work alongside a professional
adviser or a hosting partner electing for
a more flexible and structured
implementation using a simple tried
and tested 10 step process. More
sophisticated organisations may opt for
Furthermore it gives an ability to
a bespoke ‘Ground Up’ configured
share information with key partners and install and deployment with more
trusted advisors with little or no
traditional support service may be more
additional IT infrastructure.
appropriate.
Aqilla is extremely easy to use.
Users can simply log on, sign up to
register and use ‘Out of the Box’

Whatever the case, no programming or
complex coding skills are required.

Need to check something but not in the
office? Meeting a client and want to
review their statement? Committing to
a new project and want to understand
the implications on your company cash
flow? No problem.

Not only has access become
cheaper and more straightforward; the
availability of mobile devices that range
from the Apple iPhone, through the
ASUS Eee PC (a £200 device which
doesn’t even have or need a hard drive see panel) to your normal business
laptop provide an easy to use, modern,
rich user experience from an
application run directly from within
your internet browser.

With the Aqilla On Demand
accounting solution you can access your
data from anywhere with an internet
connection.

The ASUS Eee PC
This ultra-small PC with Linux and Open Office
already installed, can access internet services
such as Aqilla via a wireless network.
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Not only does this mean from your
There is no need for complex
desk, your home or from your client
connectivity middleware, no expensive
premises, but now with the introduction dial up charges - just fast, reliable access
of mass affordable 3G mobile broadto your finance system.
band - the possibilities are almost endless.
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Be Smart

Intuitive technology throughout Aqilla makes finding information and
managing business processes simple and straightforward.
Smart-Search
Smart-Search assists in the efficient and fast entry
of data. When typing data into a Smart-Search
field, the system will automatically generate a drop
down list matching information typed. Continuing
to type will focus the results until the correct item
is ultimately selected. Smart-Search helps find
information quickly and efficiently, reducing errors
in the preparation of documents..

Smart-KPIs
The Aqilla Home Page features as standard a
selection of Smart-KPIs ( to track financial and
non-financial metrics). These define and aid the
measurement of progress against operational and
strategic goals.

Security
Companies have a responsibility to be
concerned about risks concerning data
security. Already trusting key prospect and
sales data to web based CRM solutions? Using On Demand Accounting to improve protection of financial data is a simple click away.
Not only is access security similar to that found
in existing internet banking solutions, a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) underpins better than
99.5% availability.
The backup and recovery strategy in place at
Aqilla’s Data Centres is much more comprehensive compared to that applied in most onpremise scenarios so you can stop worrying
about back-ups and having a disaster recovery
plan. It's done for you automatically.
As for your data. Well, it's your data. It's not
accessible by anyone else unless you chose to
allow them to do so. We can provide help and
guidance on doing this.

Crucially they also provide an immediate
assessment as regards the present state of an
organisation and in doing so help prescribe likely
courses of action to address areas requiring
attention.

Smart-Tasks
Tracking documents and ensuring nothing
gets overlooked; Smart-Tasks provide users with a
visible reminder of outstanding tasks such as
invoices pending or time-sheets awaiting approval.

Smart-Events
Smart-Events are date and time related KPIs
linked to calendars and displayed on the user’s
home page. Once again colour is used to highlight sensitivity relative to any given date.
An example would be the payment of Income
Tax and National Insurance contributions to the
government, which is due on the 19th of each
month. This could be defined as “PAYE Submission” and as the date approaches, a series of coloured messages get displayed on the home page
to warn of the event and/or email warnings sent
to nominated recipients and/or workflow events
triggered as required.
For ease of use, each event can be defined for
a group, such as: Finance, Billings, Accounts, etc.,
and managed by means of a straightforward
monthly calendar view. Events feature a tooltip
displaying the full description as the user moves
the cursor over the item. Each group event is
displayed in the colour of the group in the
calendar control to increase visibility.
Smart-Events are defined as a series of
descriptions with coloured flags indicating the
urgency (i.e. green leading up to the event,
through amber, to red once the date has passed).
The number of possible stages depend on the
complexity - for instance a Year End process
might consist of many different tasks and stages.
A Smart-Event alert can be cleared by
checking the message on the user’s home page.
Depending on the setup this will clear either the
stage or the whole event. If the auto-complete
feature is selected, the message can be cleared
after a certain number of days.
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Demanded by You
Continued from front page...

Moreover the drive towards On Demand
Accounting is not only about saving money but
also reducing business risk and creating business
value.

Benefits of a Web Based Solution
Aqilla is designed by some of the most
experienced professionals in the industry

Most SaaS installations are located in
secure data centres with levels of security and
management that even enterprise IT
departments find hard to achieve. The SaaS
delivery model allows business application and
infrastructure costs to be spread over a period of
time rather than paid for upfront. It also eases
remote access to business applications and
interaction between different organisations,
both of which are increasingly required for
many business processes.
Whilst it is generally accepted that almost
any business application has the potential to be
adapted for SaaS, it needs to be introduced
carefully alongside existing business models and
that financial and cultural issues need to be
addressed as much as, if not more than, the
technical ones.

Easy To Use
Straightforward reporting
Improved Security - no more data "outside the
walls"

Simon Wardlett speaking at the Future of
Web Applications last October supported this
view commenting that the growth of SaaS
marketplace and a general move toward the
commoditisation of IT will ultimately result in
ubiquitous and affordable utility computing for
all.

Automatic Backups & Disaster Recovery

The clear beneficiary here must surely
always be the customer. We think that is a good
thing...

Affordable from £50 per user per month

Sharing - Inside the organisation and "outside"
with accountants and trusted advisers
Supports the modern distributed enterprise multi locational organisations that require
multiple and remote access points

Low Cost Of Deployment - it’s easy to get started
Low Cost Of Ownership - Why pay year on year
maintenance charges when you have a stable
business tool and make little or no demand on
support service and do not / cannot get benefit
from system updates or upgrades?
Modern Functionality - gives everybody,
everything they need, on demand, any time from
anywhere.

For more information please visit:
www.aqilla.com

“Customers using On Demand solutions are reporting savings of 60 percent in IT costs over four years, compared to the costs for maintaining
traditional desktop applications”
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